
Solution

“Without a doubt, the Yomly system has saved us both time and money,” says Aadil. “We no longer
spend any time calculating leave, flights or advances. We donʼt get requests for letters or payslips from
employees and the system has cut the time spent on end-of-the-month procedures down by at least
50%.”

Aadil Datta
General Manager

“From the first time we saw the Yomly platform, we were so impressed with the fantastic user-friendly design on
the app and the web portal. We liked the functionality and the integrations that the platform offered. We are
planning to integrate the system with BioTime which will save a huge amount of manual work” says General
Manager, Aadil Datta. 

“We have been so impressed with the capabilities of the platform since its implementation. We had a training day
with a very helpful member of Yomly, who took the time to explain every detail of the platform, ensuring that we
were able to get the most out of it. Thanks to the combination of onsite training, email support and our dedicated
Customer Success Manager, we have a point of contact if we need anything to do with the platform, but it is so
easy to use, that we havenʼt needed much additional training!” 

Aadil commented that “since its implementation, the Yomly platform has increased transparency with employees
and their salaries, helped centralise documents and allowed our HR and accounts teams to monitor document
validity. The platform has streamlined the flow of allowances and benefits, providing a centralised place for
employees to view their benefits. Without a doubt, the Yomly system has saved us both time and money,” says
Aadil. “We no longer spend any time calculating leave, flights or advances. We donʼt get requests for letters or
payslips from employees and the system has cut the time spent on end-of-the-month procedures down by at
least 50%.”
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The team had been working off Excel spreadsheets, with a system incapable of handling advances and loans - as well as
many other essential HR & Payroll processes. Elite Horizon approached Yomly looking for a user-friendly system and a one-
stop-shop for handling everything relating to employees; from documents to payslips. “A big issue we were facing was
organising employee advances and loans,” explains Aadil Datta, General Manager. “The Yomly system handles payroll
seamlessly, automatically adding the data to payslips and simplifying the process, so nobody is left in the dark.”

Established with one goal in mind, Elite Horizon set out to increase the
standards expected from a supplier. The companyʼs impressive
performance in the Middle East resulted in rapid growth, seeing it grow
from three employees to over 30 in less than 30 months. This exciting
expansion pushed Elite Horizon to search for an HR and payroll solution
to support the needs of their growing team. 


